
11. HM | DCC & HM Devices – Manage HM Devices & Engine Shed 

Double tap the Settings ‘  ‘ Icon. 

Tap on Manage Devices. This is the list of all HM Devices connected to HM | DCC.  

Tap on a HM Device to go to the Manage Device screen for the selected HM Device. The Manage 

Device screen provides important information regarding your HM Device. 

Under Assigned Vehicles, you can see if your HM7000 is Assigned to a locomotive. Tap on Unassign 

to put your locomotive back into the Engine Shed. 

Or, if no locomotive is Assigned to your HM7000 decoder, tap on one of your locomotives to Assign 

it to your HM7000 decoder. 

Under Delete Device & Configurations, is the Unlink & Delete Device button. Tapping this will 

Unlink your HM Device from your phone or tablet. Ensure that no locomotive is Assigned to your 

HM Device and that your HM Device is connected to HM | DCC before tapping the Unlink & Delete 

Device button. 

Alternatively, Double tap the Settings ‘  ‘ Icon. 

Tap on Engine Shed. This will list all your locomotives.  

Tap and hold down your finger on a locomotive box, then move your finger up and down to reorder 

your locomotives. This will alter the order of the Control ‘  ‘ screen. 

You will see at the top-left of the locomotive box your locomotive Name and Address #. Also, a 

picture of your locomotive on the right-hand side if you have imported or taken a photo.  

In the bottom-left of the locomotive box. You will see the decoder Assigned to it. You will also see 

locomotives without a HM7000 decoder Assigned to them with Vehicle Not Assigned status. 

You can tap on a locomotive with the Vehicle Not Assigned Status, and then on the Locomotive 

Settings screen, tap on Assign Now > in the Decoder Setup box. A prompt will pop-up, allowing you 

to Assign an available HM7000 decoder; HM7000 decoders already Assigned to another locomotive 

will not appear in the pop-up prompt.  

In the Engine Shed, you can create a New Vehicle by tapping the button at the bottom of the Engine 

Shed screen. You can then tap on Locomotive to create a brand-new locomotive (Vehicle) in the HM 

| DCC app.  

 


